MINERAL FEEDERS
SUPER-DUTY MINERAL FEEDER
DER

HANGING MINERAL FEEDER

This Super-Duty feeder is one of the heaviest
aviest on the
market and a proven leader in mineral feeders.
eeders.
This solid base frame is 48" square and made up
of 2" heavy-duty gauge steel tubing for long
lasting durability. This low center of gravity
vity helps
prevent tipping even from the most rambunctious
ambunctious
cattle and young bulls. The hood opening
ning is
28" x 24" to allow even horned cattle to
o easily
feed. The deep tub reduces mineral loss to near
zero and protects minerals from wind and rain.
Features an aerodynamic hood with molded
lded wind
vane for additional protection of expensive
sive
supplements. This 18 gallon capacity feeder
eder has a 360°
rotation and beveled opening to aid in tub access.
Heavy-duty bearing in feeder base allows
lows for long
life and easy movement. Feeder also has an optional
Face Fly Applicator Kit to control face flies.
es.
Features our superior E-Coat finish for strong
corrosion-resistance.

Our Hanging Mineral Feeder is made with the
same quality and features as our Standard Mineral
Feeder but requires
r
no assembly. It hangs above
the ground tto keep rowdy cattle from tipping
the feeder. It also is easily turned and securely
suspended in air. Featuring a hanging 1/4"-thick
poly tub, protective
prote
molded wind vane, 12 gallon
capacity, and hanging
h
chains.
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Description

Item #

Assembled Height Approx. Weight

Super-Duty Mineral Feeder

SDMF

56"

76 lbs.

Face Fly Kit

FFAK

—

4 lbs.

Description

Item #

Assembled
Height

Approx.
Weight

Hanging Mineral
Feeder

SMFH

33"

16 lbs.

HEAVY-DUTY MINERAL FEEDER

STANDARD MINERAL FEEDER

TWISTER MINERAL FEEDER

Our Heavy-Duty Mineral Feeder is the
best-selling mineral feeder on the market
because of its superior design and quality
workmanship. Rough and rugged, our
Heavy-Duty Mineral Feeder will serve you
well for years. This feeder features a rotating
15" poly wind vane head with dual ball
bearings, a large rotating 15 gallon heavy
poly tub, and a 46"-diameter base built with
heavy 1-3/4" steel legs to prevent tipping.
Available in red only.

Our Standard Mineral Feeder is made
with the same quality and features as our
heavy-duty model but requires no assembly.
Custom built with 1-1/2" round tubular
steel, this feeder is sturdy enough to easily
withstand the elements. Featuring a rotating
1/4"-thick poly tub, 12 gallon capacity,
protective molded wind vane, heavy-duty
roller bearing, and 46"-diameter base of a
5/8" steel rod to resist tipping, it is available
in red only.

Our Twister Mineral Feeder is the best
mineral feeder value on the market, and
the newest Tarter innovations allow this
feeder to be fully assembled and ready
to use in just minutes. This 15 gallon
capacity feeder features a broad poly
cover that allows easy access to animals
in the field, while shielding minerals from
the elements. The single lube bearing
assures years of smooth operation and
the 47"-diameter base prevents tipping.
Available in red only.
NOTE: Call for special trailer-load prices
for warehouse orders.

SMF
MF
Description

NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!

Item #

Assembled Height

Approx. Weight

Heavy-Duty Mineral Feeder

MF

59"

58 lbs.

Standard Mineral Feeder

SMF

46-1/2"

38 lbs.

Twister Mineral Feeder

TMF

54"

45 lbs.

ASSEMBLES IN
MINUTES!

TARTER FARM & RANCH PRODUCT GUIDE
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